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Lateral roots (LRs) determine the overall root system architecture, thus
enabling plants to efficiently explore their underground environment for
water and nutrients. However, the mechanisms regulating LR development
are poorly understood inmonocotyledonous plants.We characterized a rice
mutant,wavy root elongation growth1 (weg1), that producedhigher number
of longandthickLRs (L-typeLRs) formedfromthecurvaturesof itswavyparen-
tal roots causedbyasymmetric cell growth in the elongationzone.Consistent
with this phenotype,was the expression of theWEG1 gene,which encodes a
putative member of the hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein family that regu-
latescellwall extensibility, in the rootelongationzone.Theasymmetricelon-
gation growth in roots is well known to be regulated by auxin, but we found
that the distribution of auxin at the apical region of the mutant and the wild-
type roots was symmetric suggesting that the wavy root phenotype in rice is
independentofauxin.However, theaccumulationofauxinat theconvexside
of the curvatures, the site of L-type LR formation, suggested that auxin likely
induced the formationof L-type LRs. Thiswas supportedby theneedof ahigh
amount of exogenous auxin to induce the formation of L-type LRs. These
results suggest that the MNU-induced weg1 mutated gene regulates the
auxin-independentparental root elongation thatcontrols thenumberof likely
auxin-inducedL-typeLRs, thusreflectingits importanceinimprovingriceroot
architecture.

Introduction

The fibrous root system of rice, similar to other cereal
crops, is comprisedof a seminal root andnumerous crown
roots and their lateral roots (LRs)whoseoverall growthand
angle determine the root system architecture (Rebouillat

et al. 2009, Uga et al. 2015). Furthermore, LRs have been
categorized into distinct types substantially varying in
length, diameter and histological structures (Kono et al.
1972). The S-type LRs are shortwithnobranches andhave
a thin diameter and simple vasculature, but are normally

Abbreviations – FAA, formaldehyde acetic acid; GUS, β-glucuronidase; HRGP, hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein; IAA, indole-3
acetic acid; LRs, lateral roots; weg1, wavy root elongation growth 1.
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numerous, whereas the L-type LRs are generally long,
have a thick diameter and well-developed vasculature,
and are highly branched (Yamauchi et al. 1996, Wang
et al. 2005). In addition, they have different genetic con-
trols (Niones et al. 2015, Suralta et al. 2015).

Because the total root length of the whole root system
is composed of LRs (Yamauchi et al. 1987), the frequency
and branching of L-type LRs is important to extend the
entire root system for absorbing water and nutrients into
a larger soil volume. This has profound implications in
enhancing productivity (shoot dry matter production
and yield) under abiotic stresses such as drought or soil
moisture fluctuations (reviewed by Suralta et al. 2016)
or suboptimal soil conditions (Lynch 2007), which
become increasingly challenging over time because of
the recent climate change (IPCC 2014). Understanding
the genetic control of the LR trait and its mechanisms,
therefore, holds potential in the manipulation and
improvement of the root system architectural traits to
enhance both productivity and climate resilience of rice
plants. In this regard, we found and analyzed a rice reces-
sivemutant, designated aswavy root elongation growth 1
(weg1), which exhibits a high number of L-type LRs aris-
ing from the convex side of the wavy pattern of parental
roots.

Several mutants showing wavy, bending and skewed
roots have been identified and characterized in Arabi-
dopsis thaliana that have contributed to our understand-
ing of the mechanisms regulating such phenotype
(Mochizuki et al. 2005, Ditengou et al. 2008, Oliva and
Dunand 2007). To date, gravitropism, the mechanism
by which plant organs use gravity as a directional cue
for growth, has received the utmost attention (reviewed
inMasson 1995, Blancaflor andMasson 2003). The devi-
ation of growth from the gravitational field results in dif-
ferential cell growth because of asymmetric auxin
distribution across the root that occurs when the move-
ment of auxin to the elongation zone is higher on one
side than on the other (Kleine-Vehn et al. 2010, Barbez
et al. 2017). In rice, the asymmetric distribution of auxin
similarly regulates the gravitropic root response. The
quantitative trait locusDEEPER ROOTING 1 that controls
cell elongation, causing root gravitropic bending, was
found to be regulated by asymmetric auxin distribution
(Uga et al. 2011, 2013). In addition, villin2 (Wu et al.
2015) and Ospin2 (Inahashi et al. 2018) were reported
to exhibit wavy/twisted parental root elongation via the
action of auxin. However, these mutants did not produce
developed LRs along their curvatures. The relationship
between LR development and parental root bending has
not been studied thus far.

In this study, we present a MNU-induced weg1 rice
mutant that displayed a wavy root phenotype in which

the curvature is the site of LR organ formation. We dem-
onstrate that WEG1 is a putative member of the cell wall
hydroxyproline-rich glycoprotein (HRGP) family, and the
weg1 mutated gene regulates the auxin-independent
parental root elongation that controls the number of L-
type LRs likely induced by auxin.

Materials and methods

Plant materials and growth conditions

The weg1 mutant was obtained by mutagenizing Oryza
sativa cv. Taichung65 with N-methyl-N-nitrosourea
(MNU) as described by Inahashi et al. (2018). Briefly, the
panicle-dipping method (Satoh and Omura 1979) was
employed to treat fertilized egg cells of rice plants with
MNU. The treated panicles were harvested approximately
40 days after the treatment to obtain the M1 seeds, which
were subsequently grown in a paddy field to get the M2

seeds. Subsequently, the mutants were screened by evalu-
ating the root phenotypes of 2-week-oldM2 seedlings.

The seeds of the wild-type, weg1mutants and F2 plants
derived from the crosses between the mutants and
O. sativa cv. Kasalath were pregerminated using water
mixed with fungicide (benomyl benlate, 0.15% w/v) and
incubated in a chamber (LH-241SP, Biotron) 72 h prior to
transferring them into a non-aerated 9 l black boxwith 1/10
strength nutrient solution as described by Colmer (2003)
for 2 weeks. The growth chamber had the following condi-
tions: 28�C, 75% humidity and 350 μmol m−2 s−1 light
intensity at a continuous light.

For phenotyping, seedlings of the wild-type, weg1
mutant and double mutant between weg1 and Osiaa13
(Inahashi et al. 2018) were grown for 2 weeks in the same
growth conditions as mentioned above.

For exogenous auxin treatment using indole-3 acetic
acid (IAA), wild-type seedlings were grown vertically in
tap water for 10 days in the same chamber condition
mentioned above.

Transgenic plants were routinely grown on MS
medium (Murashige and Skoog 1962) containing 3%
(w/v) sucrose and 0.3% Gelrite.

Map-based cloning, plasmid constructs and plant
transformation

Tomap the causative gene of the mutants, a linkage anal-
ysis was performed using F2 plants derived from a cross
between the weg1 mutant (derived from ‘Taichung65’,
japonica variety) and wild-type Kasalath (indica variety).
For the complementation of the weg1 mutation, the
wild-type genomic sequence of ‘Taichung65’was ampli-
fied in the region extending from approximately −3 kbp
to +7 kbp (considering the WEG1 translation site as
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+1 bp) and was cloned into the pHGWvector to generate
the ProWEG1:WEG1 construct. For generating the DR5:
NSL-3xVenus construct, we first prepared the plasmid
vector pENTR DR5-NLS-3xVenus by linking the DR5rev
promoter sequence with a fusion gene encoding the
nuclear localization signal and tandem triplicate of the
fluorescent protein Venus. The DR5:NLS-3xVenus frag-
ment was then transferred from pENTR into pGWB501
(Nakagawa et al. 2007) using the Gateway LR reaction.

For constructing ProWEG1:GUS, the genomic
sequence of WEG1 from approximately −3 kbp to
−1 bp and the β-glucuronidase (GUS) sequence with
the nopaline synthase polyadenylation signal (nos) termi-
nator in the pGWB3 vector (Nakagawa et al. 2007) were
amplified. The resulting PCR products were fused and
cloned into the Xbal and HindIII sites of the pCAM-
BIA1300 vector.

The resulting fusion constructs were introduced into
Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain EHA105 by electropo-
ration. The Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of
rice was then performed as described previously (Hiei
et al. 1994, Ozawa 2009). Transgenic plants were
selected on MS medium containing 50 mg l−1 hygromy-
cin at 30�C.

Morphological characterization

The lengths of the seminal root, crown roots and shoot of
2-week-old seedlings were measured manually using a
ruler. The number of LRs on the seminal root and gravisti-
mulated root was counted and classified into two distinct
types, S-type and L-type LRs, using a microscope. The S-
type LRs are short with a thin diameter, and non-branch-
ing, but normally numerous, whereas the L-type LRs are
generally long with a thick diameter and higher-order of
LR branching (Yamauchi et al. 1996, Wang et al. 2005,
Kawai et al. 2017). Although the crown roots and L-type
LRs also produce S-type LRs, we only counted the num-
ber of LRs along the seminal root in the present study.
Gravistimulation of wild-type root was performed using
2-day-old wild-type roots grown vertically under the
same nutrient condition. After transfer of the roots into
1% agar, the root was rotated from the vertical to horizon-
tal at 90�.

To further examine the growth pattern of the mutant at
maturity, a set of seedlings was grown under field condi-
tions. The plant height and panicle number were
recorded upon harvest.

Histological analysis

To check the cell division rate, the Click-iT™ EdU Alexa
Fluor® Imaging Kit (Invitrogen/Molecular Probes) was

used according to the described protocol with modifica-
tions. Firstly, the 4-day-old seedling roots were exposed
to 1 l of water supplemented with 0.01 g EdU and 1 ml
DMSO for 4 h in chamber conditions. After staining, the
root samples were fixed in FAA (formaldehyde: acetic
acid:50% ethanol at 1:1:18) solution and permeabilized
with the Triton solution. Thereafter, azides were incorpo-
rated coupledwithAlexa Fluor 488.Upon the completion
of theEdUClick-iT reaction, the sampleswerewashedfirst
in graded ethanol series, then in salicylic acid: ethanol
series (2:1, 1:1, 1:2), and finally in 100% salicylic acid
for transparency. The samples were mounted, and the
images of the cleared seminal roots were captured using
a laser scanning microscope (FV1000; Olympus). The
images of the Alexa Fluor 488-labeled root samples were
captured using an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, and
the signal was detected at a wavelength of 510–530 nm,
while the autofluorescence of the root samples was cap-
tured using an excitation wavelength of 405 nm, and the
signal was detected at 450–470 nm.

For measuring cell length, 2-cm root tip segments of
the wild-type and weg1 mutant plants were fixed in
FAA for 24 h at 4�C and then dehydrated in a graded eth-
anol series. Subsequently, the samples were treated with
salicylic acid for transparency and viewed under a laser
scanning microscope (FV1000; Olympus).

For the observations of the expression of DR5:NLS-
3xVenus in wild-type and mutant, 2-cm sections from
the root tip and curve regions were sampled and directly
viewed under a laser scanning microscope (FV1000;
Olympus). The images of the root samples were captured
using an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, and the signal
was detected at a wavelength of 510–530 nm, while the
autofluorescence of the root samples was captured using
an excitation wavelength of 405 nm, and the signal was
detected at 450–470 nm.

Expression analysis

Total RNA was extracted from the different zones of the
seminal roots of wild-type and mutant seedlings using
the NucleoSpin® RNA Plant Kit (Macherey-Nagel)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The RNA
quantity was determined by measuring the optical den-
sity at 260 nm, and 25 ng total RNAwas used as template
to measure the transcript levels. A quantitative real-time
PCR (qRT-PCR) was performed using the One-Step SYBR
PrimeScript RT-PCR Kit II (Perfect Real Time) (TaKaRa
Bio) and StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR (Life Technolo-
gies). The expression level of the WEG1 gene was nor-
malized to the expression level of Ubiquitin as internal
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control. The primer sequences used for the qRT-PCR are
shown in Table S1.

The expression of the GUS protein was detected by
staining the samples in GUS buffer (1 mM X-Gluc,
50 mM Na-P buffer [pH 7.0], 70% methanol, and 0.1%
Triton X-100) overnight. The stained samples were
destained in ethanol until the chlorophyll was bleached
and, thereafter, were observed under a stereomicroscope
(SZX16; Olympus).

Data analysis

The inheritance mode of the mutant’s phenotypic traits
was examined by determining the segregation ratio of
the phenotype in each M3 progeny using the Chi-square
test. The shoot and root characteristics,WEG1 expression
level in the roots, and effects of IAAwere compared using
a Student’s t-test or analysis of variance (ANOVA) and a
multiple-comparison Tukey’s test in R commander ver-
sion 3.5.1. (Fox 2005).

Results

Identification and phenotypic characterization of
the weg1 mutant

To investigate the molecular mechanisms controlling
root architecture in rice, we screened a mutant line with
altered root morphology from the M2 population of
O. sativa ‘Taichung65’ mutagenized with N-methyl-N-
nitrosourea (MNU) and grown under nutrient culture
conditions. One of the mutants displayed wavy parental
roots, including the seminal and crown roots, with a high
number of developed L-type LRs, which are long, thick in
diameter and capable of branching, arising from the con-
vex side of the curvatures (mean number of curvatures on
the basis of 0–10 cm seminal root axis � SE: 4.86 � 0.64)
as compared to the wild-type plants (0.35 � 0.17), which
displayed straight parental root growth (Fig. 1A–C, I). This
mutant line was designated as weg1. Other component
root traits of the mutant, such as seminal root length
and crown root number (Fig. 1E, F), were similar to the

Fig. 1. Phenotypic characterization ofweg1mutant. (A) Root phenotype of the wild-type (left) andweg1mutant (right) at 2 weeks after germination. SR,
seminal root; CR, crown root. Scale bar = 2.5 cm. (B, C) Close-up of the parental roots and lateral roots in wild-type (B) and weg1 (C) mutant. LR, lateral
root, arrow indicates curvature. Scale bar = 1 cm. (D–I) Shoot and root traits measured at seedling stage. Values represent means� SE (n = 8) (J, K) Mature
plant aerial phenotypes of field-grown wild-type and weg1mutant, respectively. Scale bar = 2 cm. (L, M) Plant height and panicle number measured at
maturity, respectively. Values represent means � SE (n = 6). (N, O) Root phenotypes of 2-week-old Osiaa13 (N) and weg1 Osiaa13 mutants (O). Arrows
point to the curvatures. Scale bar = 20 cm. Statistical significance at ***P < 0.001 between genotypes was revealed by two-tailed Student’s t-test (ns,
non-significant).
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wild-type plant. However, compared to the wild-type
root, the mutant root had a lower total number of LRs,
but that was because it had fewer S-type LRs, which are
short and thin in diameter. (Fig. 1G, H). Despite the wavy
root phenotype, the shoot length of the mutant plant was
also similar to that of the wild-type plant (Fig. 1D).

To analyze the shoot growth pattern of the mutant up
to the maturity stage, we grew the weg1 mutant under
field conditions and observed that its aerial parts
appeared normal and could grow vigorously (Fig. 1J, K).
The plant height and panicle number of the mutant plant
were comparable to the wild-type plant (Fig. 1L, M).

Fig. 2. Comparison of the cell division rate and cell elongation in wild-type and weg1 mutant roots. (A, B) Dividing cells in the root apical meristem,
represented by green color, of 4-day-old wild-type (above photos) and weg1 mutant (below photos) grown under 1/10 nutrient solution. Scale
bars = 300 μm. (C, D) Cell lengths of the straight region in the elongation zone of the wild-type (C) and the corresponding region of mutant (D) that
is curved. Arrows show the indicated cortical cell layers measured. L and R, left and right sides, respectively. 1–4 indicates the cortical cell layers from
the outermost to innermost side. Scale bar = 100 μm. (E, F) Comparison of the cortical cell length between left and right sides from the outermost to
innermost cortical cell layers between wild-type and mutant, respectively. Values represent means � SE (n = 5). Statistical significance at **P < 0.01 in
the means between genotypes was revealed by two-tailed Student’s t-test (ns, non-significant).

Fig. 3. Effects of bending on lateral root development. (A, B) Gravistimulation of 2-day-old wild-type root (grown on the surface of 1% agar) by rotation
from vertical to horizontal at 90�. (B) Regions of the bent roots in the seminal root counted for the number of lateral roots after 2 weeks of growth: x,
base region; y, curve; z, tip region. Scale bar = 0.5 cm. (C) The number of lateral roots at each measured regions of the bent roots. Values represent
means � SE (n = 10). Different lowercase letters denote significant differences among regions (P < 0.05, 1-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for
multiple comparisons).
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Histological characterizations of the cell elongation
pattern in the mutant

Previous studies reported thatwavy root is primarily caused
by differential growth at opposite root flanks (Buer et al.
2003,Oliva andDunand 2007). To understand the cellular
basis of the wavy root phenotype, we performed histologi-
cal analyses on the root tip of the vertically grown weg1
mutant and wild-type seedlings. We examined the cell
division pattern by applying EdU to the root apical meri-
stem of the mutant and wild-type plants. We did not find

any significant difference in the EdU-covered (dividing)
cells in the division zone (Fig. 2A, B). On the other hand,
the cells in the elongation zone exhibited differential
growth in the weg1mutant roots (Fig. 2C, D), wherein the
cell lengths at the convex (outer) side of the mutant were
significantly longer than those at its concave (inner) side
(Fig. 2F) as revealed by the transparent images. The asym-
metric cell length was mainly due to the reduction of the
lengths of the cortical cells at the concave side. However,
no difference in cell length was observed on either side of
the wild-type roots (Fig. 2E).

Fig. 4. Map-based cloning of WEG1, the root phenotypic complementation and the WEG1 gene expression analysis. (A) High resolution linkage and
physical map of the WEG1 locus and the structure of the WEG1 gene on chromosome 9. The vertical bars represent molecular markers and the
number of recombinant plants indicated above and below the linkage map, respectively. The indicated black box underneath denotes the putative
open reading frame for WEG1 (Os09g0509300). Black boxes and horizontal lines indicate the exon and intron, respectively and the inverted triangle
indicates the junction of the fourth exon and fourth intron. (B) The mutation site at the fourth intron showing a single base substitution difference
between wild-type and mutant. (C) The WEG1 region checked for the confirmation of mutant splicing by RT-PCR and sequencing. WT, wild-type.
(D) Regenerated plants of weg1 mutants with the vector (left) and ProWEG1:WEG1 construct (right). Arrows point to the curvatures. Scale
bar = 3.0 cm. (E) Relative expression of WEG1 along the longitudinal axis of the seminal root. Values represent means � SD (n = 3). Different
lowercase letters denote significant differences among regions (P < 0.05, 1-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for multiple comparisons). (F–J)
Expression pattern of WEG1 at the elongation zone of the seminal root. Scale bar = 0.5 cm. (G, H) Enlarge images of the two regions sampled from
F. Scale bars = 200 μm. (I, J) Cross-sections from G and H, respectively. Scale bars = 100 μm.
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Lateral root formation at the curved region of roots

The weg1 mutant was also found to have significant
reduction in the total number of LRs because of the
reduced number of S-type LRs (Fig. 1G, H). We specu-
lated that the wavy root phenotype affected the LR
number. To examine this, we mimicked the curved
region of the mutant root in the wild-type root by per-
forming a rotation from the normal vertical growth
direction to the horizontal axis at 90� and inducing
gravistimulation of the root (Fig. 3A). We measured
the number of LRs in the gravistimulated wild-type root
at the bent region and its base and tip sides (Fig. 3B, C).
The number of LRs was reduced specifically at the bent
region (5.9) as compared to the opposite regions (base-
15.9; tip- 16.1). Different from the S-type LR produc-
tion at the bent region, the number of L-type LRs was

distinctly produced at the outer bent regions of the
mutant (Fig. 1C, I) and gravistimulated wild-type roots
(Fig. 3B).

Isolation of the causative gene and its preferential
expression pattern in the root elongation zone

To map the causative gene, an F2 population was devel-
oped by crossing the weg1 mutant (derived from Tai-
chung65, japonica variety) with the wild-type Kasalath
(indica variety). Seedlings displaying the wavy phenotype
among the progeny segregated in a 3:1 wild-type: mutant
ratio, indicating that a single recessive gene caused the
mutant phenotype. By using these seedlings, a map-based
cloning approach was employed to isolate the causative
gene; this revealed that the locus was located on chromo-
some 9, approximately 85 kb between the molecular

Fig. 5. Auxin distribution pattern at the root tip and curve regions in vertically-grown and gravistimulated wild-type andweg1mutant. (A–D) Root tip of
2-day-old wild-type grown vertically expressing DR5:NLS-3xVenus and (E–H) rotated from vertical to horizontal to induce gravistimulation for 4 h. (I–L)
Root tip of 2-day-old weg1 mutant expressing DR5:NLS-3xVenus and (M–P) the curve regions of the gravistimulated wild-type and (Q–T) weg1
mutant. Scale bars = 200 μm.
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markers RM24629 and RM24635 (Fig. 4A). In this region,
we found a single base substitution difference in the fourth
intron in Os09g0509300 between the wild-type and
mutant plants, specifically at the fifth base of the fourth
intron (Fig. 4B). Because this site is important for splicing,
we thought that the mutant splicing was disturbed by this
mutation. We then performed mRNA sequencing by syn-
thesizing cDNA and checking the size by performing an
RT-PCR using primers from the fourth and seventh exons
(Fig. 4C). The size of the wild-type showed 330 bp, how-
ever,weg1 showed a bigger size around 412 bp. Thus, we
sequenced these PCR products for comparison and found
that the fourth intronwas not deleted, and theweg1 amino
acidsequencewaschanged, resulting in thegenerationofa
stop codon, 14th amino acid after the fourth exon (Fig. 4B).
Subsequently, we introduced the normalWEG1 candidate
gene under the control of its promoter (proWEG1: WEG1)

into theweg1mutant. The transformants carrying the trans-
gene displayed the straight parental root phenotype similar
to the wild-type plants (Fig. 4D). Therefore, we concluded
that the weg1 phenotype was caused by a mutation in
WEG1 (Os09g0509300).

The WEG1 gene encodes a putative member of the
HRGP family, also known as the superfamily of cell wall
proteins (Showalter et al. 2010). These proteins are
thought to be secreted into the cell wall where they,
according to their ability, associate with and become
covalently cross-linked to the cell wall components
(de Cnodder et al. 2006) and are implicated in key events
for plant growth and development, such as cell division
and differentiation (Keller and Lamb 1989, Ito et al.
1998, Cannon et al. 2008) and cell elongation (Ito et al.
1998, de Cnodder et al. 2006). The expression pattern
of WEG1 along the longitudinal axis of the seminal root

Fig. 6. Effects of auxin on lateral
root development. (A) A close-up
view of the lateral root
development along the seminal
root axis. Scale bar = 1 cm.
(B) Total lateral root density and
(C) S-type and L-type lateral root
density at different IAA
concentrations. Values represent
means � SE (n = 5). Different
lowercase letters denote
significant differences among IAA
concentrations (P < 0.05, 1-way
ANOVA followed by Tukey’s test for
multiple comparisons).
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segmented into different zones, representing the gradient
of cellular development, was analyzed using qRT-PCR.
The WEG1 transcript level was highest at the elongation
zone, where cells actively elongate along the root axis,
as compared to the distal end and basal zone of the root
tip (Fig. 4E). We also compared the GUS activity under
the control of the WEG1 promoter. The GUS staining
was observed strongly in the elongation zone (Fig. 4F).
We compared the cross-sections of the elongation zone
and observed that the staining was first in the stele and
then largely in the cortical cells (Fig. 4G–J).

Observation of auxin distribution pattern in the
apical and the curved region of roots

Gravity-induced differential root growth is caused by
asymmetric redistribution of plant growth regulators,

mainly auxin, across the root. This asymmetric auxin dis-
tribution can be establishedwhen themovement of auxin
to the elongation zone is higher on one side than the
other (Kleine-Vehn et al. 2010, Barbez et al. 2017). To
test if auxin is involved in the asymmetric root growth of
themutant, we checked theNLS-3xVenus expression pat-
tern driven by the auxin response promoter DR5 (DR5:
NLS3xVenus) in the vertically-grownweg1 and wild-type
plants and also compared the curved region of themutant
root to the gravistimulated wild-type root. We found that
the auxin signal was symmetrically confined at the root
tip of the mutant (Fig. 5I–L) and it did not differ from the
wild-type (Fig. 5A–D). However, the auxin signal in grav-
istimulated wild-type root was asymmetrically distrib-
uted, i.e., auxin was more expressed on the lower side
of the bending roots than on the upper side (Fig. 5E–H).
We also generated and characterized the weg1 Osiaa13

Fig. 7. Model for auxin-
dependent lateral root formation
from wavy parental root.
(A) Symmetric auxin
accumulation in the root tip of
vertically growing wild-type roots
and the production of S-type
lateral roots. (B) Assymetric
distribution of auxin upon
gravistimulation of the wild-type
roots that becomes symmetric as
roots progress to grow
downward. The succeeding
accumulation of auxin at the bent
regions alongside formation of L-
type lateral roots similar to the
mutant shown in
C. (C) Symmetric distribution of
auxin in the root tips of mutant
indicating auxin-independent
wavy root phenotype and the
accumulation of auxin at the bent
regions for L-type lateral root
formation.
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double mutant. TheOsiaa13mutant is defective in auxin
signal transduction and, thus, shows reduced auxin sensi-
tivity on the root tip of rice (Kitomi et al. 2012). Inahashi
et al. (2018) reported that theOspin2 gene, which causes
the wavy root phenotype caused by asymmetric auxin
accumulation in root tip, was rescued by a double muta-
tion withOsiaa13. In contrast, the weg1 Osiaa13 double
mutant still possessed the wavy root phenotype, that is,
Osiaa13 did not rescue theweg1 phenotype (Fig. 1N, O).

We also observed that auxin accumulated at the con-
vex side of the curvatures of both weg1mutant and grav-
istimulated wild-type, with no marked differences in the
auxin distribution (Fig. 5M–T). Although auxin was not
involved in the wavy root elongation ofweg1, we specu-
lated that a high concentration of auxin is required for the
development of L-type LRs. Thus, we applied IAA to the
wild-type seedlings grown vertically. To best see the
effect of IAA, seedlings were grown in tap water condi-
tion because the wild-type produced only S-type LRs in
this condition (Fig. 6C) whereas it produced a small num-
ber of L-type LRs under nutrient condition (Fig. 1I). We
found that auxin promoted the total LR number in a
dosage-dependent manner (Fig. 6A, B). Interestingly, at
high auxin concentrations (10 mM IAA), the number of
L-type LRs was high, but that of S-type LRs was low, sug-
gesting that a high concentration of auxin is required for
the formation of L-type LRs (Fig. 6A, C).

Discussion

In this study, we isolated a rice mutant line, weg1, which
exhibited a wavy parental root producing a higher num-
ber of developed L-type LRs as compared to the wild-type
plants, which displayed a straight parental root produc-
ing S-type LRs (Fig. 1A, B, O). L-type LRs are LRs that
are long, have a thick diameter and capable of higher
order of branching while S-type LRs are short, have a thin
diameter and do not branch. In detailed observation, we
found that these L-type LRs arose from the convex side of
the curvatures of the wavy parental roots ofweg1mutant
(Fig. 1C). In addition, the total LR number ofweg1mutant
seedlings was significantly reduced because of a lower S-
type LR number (Fig. 1H) but other root traits, such as
seminal root length and crown root number, were com-
parable to the wild-type seedlings (Fig. 1E, F). Previous
studies have also reported mutant lines with wavy paren-
tal roots; however, they did not produce developed L-
type LRs along their curvatures (Wu et al. 2015, Inahashi
et al. 2018). Furthermore, we observed that despite the
wavy root phenotype of weg1 mutant, the shoot length
at seedling stage and the aerial parts at maturity stage,
including height and panicle number, were similar to that
of wild-type (Fig. 1D, J, K). These results indicate that

weg1mutation affects only root waving and LR formation
and have no retarding effects on other root components,
shoot and yield, reflecting its function solely in the devel-
opment of roots, thus making it suitable for the molecular
studies of root development and a good material for
breeding purposes.

weg1 wavy root phenotype is determined by an
asymmetric cell elongation and alters LR formation

To understand the cellular basis of the cause of the wavy
root phenotype, we performed histological analyses on
thewavy root ofweg1mutant. Actively dividing cells, indi-
cated by EdU-covered cells, in the cell division zone of
weg1 mutant root was the same as the wild-type root
(Fig. 2A, B). On the other hand, the cell lengths in the elon-
gation zone of weg1 mutant roots exhibited differential
growth as compared to the straight growth of the wild-type
roots. The cortical cell lengths of theweg1mutant roots at
the outermost of the convex sidewere longer than the con-
cavesideof thebent region.Theseobservationssuggest that
thewavy root phenotype is not related to cell divisionbut is
caused by the asymmetric cell elongation at the elongation
zone, resulting in the formation of a curvature.

Another apparent root morphological change in weg1
mutantwas the reduced total LR number, whichwe specu-
lated was caused by the wavy root phenotype (Fig. 1C, G).
To investigate this, we mimicked the wavy root of weg1
mutant to the root of wild-type by rotation and induced
gravistimulation (Fig. 3A, B). The number of LRs (mainly S-
type LRs) was specifically reduced both at the convex and
concave sides of the bent region as compared to the oppo-
site regions (base and tip) (Fig. 3C). These observations sug-
gest that the wavy root pattern in theweg1mutant affected
the total number of LRs.Moreover,weobserved that L-type
LRswere distinctly produced at the convex side of the bent
region, suggesting that the wavy root pattern in weg1 also
affects the formation of L-type LRs.

WEG1 encodes a putative member of the HRGP
family and is preferentially expressed in the root
elongation zone

The WEG1 gene was identified as the causative gene of
the weg1 mutant (Fig. 4A–C) and encodes a putative
member of the cell wall HRGP family, whose several
members were reported to be involved in the regulation
of cell elongation (de Cnodder et al. 2006, Showalter
et al. 2010). Analysis of the expression pattern of WEG1
along the seminal root by qRT-PCR showed that the
WEG1 transcript level was highest at the elongation zone
(Fig. 4E), which coincided to the strong GUS expression
pattern at the elongation zone under theWEG1 promoter
(Fig. 4F–H). Moreover, the expression pattern was largely
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observed at the cortical cells (Fig. 4I, J). The localized
expression pattern of theWEG1 gene in the cortical cells
at the elongation zone of the root is consistent to thewavy
root phenotype ofweg1mutant, suggesting thatWEG1 is
involved in the control of cell elongation in the root.

The HRGPs are implicated in a variety of physiological
processes, including embryogenesis, reproductive devel-
opment and defense to biotic and abiotic stresses (Hijazi
et al. 2014). In addition, they have been reported to play
roles in cell expansion and growth (Cannon et al. 2008,
Velasquez et al. 2011), wherein they contribute to wall
assembly and remodeling to allow cell wall extension
for elongation. The importance of HRGPs in polarized
cell elongation were studied in the mutants that have
shorter root, including p4h13 (Velasquez et al. 2011),
lrx1 (Baumberger et al. 2003), perk13 (Humphrey et al.
2007) and sos5 (Shi et al. 2003) mutants, which signifies
that HRGP is indispensable for normal cell elongation
through cell wall modifications. As a putative member
of the HRGP family, our characterization of a rice mutant
defective in WEG1 function showed that WEG1 plays a
vital role in modulating straight root growth in rice, spe-
cifically in the control of cell elongation that is probably
regulated through the cell wall.

Asymmetric cell elongation causing wavy root
pattern in weg1 mutant is not linked to auxin

It is known that asymmetric auxin distribution at the elon-
gation zone causes asymmetric cell elongation. How-
ever, we revealed that the auxin signal in the root tip of
weg1 was symmetric, similar to the wild-type grown ver-
tically but in contrast to the gravistimulated wild-type that
showed asymmetric auxin signal (Fig. 5A–L). These
results suggest that auxin might not be involved in the
development of the mutant wavy root phenotype. We
further support this through weg1 Osiaa13 double
mutant.Osiaa13 has a defect in auxin signal transduction
resulting in the reduced auxin sensitivity of the root tip
(Kitomi et al. 2012). The double mutation between
Osiaa13 and Ospin2 (that produced wavy root pattern)
resulted to the reduction of the wavy growth pattern
(Inahashi et al. 2018). Unlike Ospin2, the Osiaa13 did
not rescue the weg1 wavy root phenotype (Fig. 1N, O).
This result may support that the asymmetric cell elonga-
tion causing wavy root phenotype of the weg1 mutant is
independent of auxin.

Auxin accumulation at the convex side of curvature
is likely involved in L-type LR development

Although auxin is not likely involved in the wavy root
elongation of weg1, we further revealed that the convex
side of the curvatures of both weg1 and gravistimulated

wild-type roots accumulated high auxin, which may sug-
gests that high auxin concentration is required for the pro-
duction of L-type LRs (Fig. 5M–T). This was supported by
the exogenous IAA application to the wild-type seedlings
grown vertically wherein the number of L-type LRs was
high at high auxin concentrations (Fig. 6A, C), suggesting
that a high concentration of auxin is required for the for-
mation of L-type LRs.

In this study, we supposed that curvature (bending) is
causal for the production of L-type LRs in rice. More-
over, auxin accumulated at the convex (outside) side
of the curvature, the same area where L-type LRs
occurred. This is consistent to prior reports on the
observed correlations between the curvature and the
site of LR formation in Arabidopsis, with the accumula-
tion of auxin at the convex side of the curvature
(Ditengou et al. 2008, Laskowski et al. 2008, Moreno-
Risueno et al. 2010). According to Laskowski et al.
(2008), the increased auxin concentrations when root
bends is generated by a complex auxin flux pattern that
further enhances auxin levels through localized reflux
loops. The AUX1 (auxin importer) enhances the auxin
maxima that specify the lateral root founder cells at
the bend while PINs (efflux carriers) modulate lateral
spacing of the roots along the main root axis. However,
unlike Arabidopsis that produces one type of LR from its
wavy roots, rice produces two types of LRs and we
showed here the relationship between wavy parental
root growth and L-type LR formation in rice. Thus, the
rice plant could be used as a model to understand the
mechanisms regulating the different types of LRs via
auxin.

Based on our foregoing results, we propose a model
for auxin-dependent LR formation (Fig. 7). Auxin accu-
mulation is symmetrically distributed in the root tips of
the vertically growing roots of the wild-type rice plants
and produced S-type LRs (Fig. 7A). On the other hand,
upon rotation, auxin is asymmetrically distributed in
the elongation zone and then becomes symmetrically
distributed in the root tip region after the root progressed
to grow downward (Fig. 7B). The convex side of the bent
region of the wild-type root then accumulates a high
level of auxin and produces L-type LRs (Fig. 7B). In the
mutant root tip region, auxin distribution is symmetric,
as opposed to the asymmetric auxin distribution in the
gravistimulated wild-type elongating roots, suggesting
that the wavy root phenotype of the weg1 mutant is
independent of auxin. The accumulation of high auxin
levels at the convex side of the curvatures of the mutant
roots induced the formation of L-type LRs, similar to
the bent regions of the gravistimulated wild-type roots,
indicating the involvement of auxin in the formation of
L-type LRs.
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Conclusions

Overall, we demonstrated that the WEG1 mutation on
chromosome 9, is a single base substitution in the fourth
intron of Os09g0509300 (WEG1), which resulted to an
amino acid change, creating an early stop codon.
WEG1, which encodes a putative member of the cell wall
HRGP family, modulates straight root growth in rice, spe-
cifically in the control of cell elongation. The weg1
mutant showed a wavy root elongation growth with
highly developed L-type LRs at the convex side of the
bent regions. The wavy root elongation growth is inde-
pendent of auxin but the L-type LR formation is likely
dependent of auxin, thus proposing a new mechanism
for the regulation of these traits. Enhanced LR develop-
ment would be useful for efficient water and nutrient
absorption. To attain this, manipulation of the parental
root pattern from straight to wavy root would be impor-
tant for increasing the number of L-type LRs. In addition,
the mutation has no effects on shoot growth and develop-
ment despite the change in parental root growth pattern,
making it a suitablematerial for breeding purposes. These
root characteristics, therefore, might open a new breed-
ing strategy to develop rice crops with improved root sys-
tem architecture.
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